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Zim Olson & Zim Mathematics - Email & Documents 

2017-2020 

9/4/2020 - Zim Olson's Report on his Microsoft Internet Ad Campaign for zimmathematics.com 

March 8 to September 4, 2020, 2020 - Zim Mathematics had an Microsoft Internet Ad 
Campaign targeting Education, Mathematicians and Science by search Keywords. He also 
targeted English speaking countries, of USA, Canada, Britain, Australia, New Zealand, South 
Africa, Scotland, and Ireland.  The total number of clicks on my domain was 10,569. Including 
mostly my home. General Content engagement looks good.  Total cost was $728.57. Cost per 
click was 7 cents. 
 
https://www.zimmathematics.com 
 

Content Engagement average has been consistently good. Most views may have read at least 

the entire text of these web pages. The approximate text of the two ads I employ are as 

follows: 

___________________________ 

Zim Olson and Zim Mathematics | Creative Math and Art. | Math Foundations + Logic. 

www.zimmathematics.com 

 

Systems Concept Interpretations of Knowledge, Math, Art; Object(s). Interpretation of Science, 

Law, Bible; giving additional outcomes. Copy/Share Permission. 

____________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.zimmathematics.com/
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___________________________________________________ 

Our Government(s) at work: The National Managed Health Care system has evolved into the National Mis-

Managed Health Care System. Colorado Legal Services was defunded years ago. Mandated Advisory Groups to 

Health Care somehow have been given by law no say, no requirement by any one to act in any way on offered 

advice, and no record of any advise offered by these groups. Our National Health Care system(s) is run by chosen 

and selected / omitted and incompetent bureaucrats who by design have no accountability to their consumers 

of services. Our recognized national resource of intelligence, the medical profession, is run by this mis-

management health care system. 

 

6:15 AM 7/27/2020 - LinkedIn Post - FCC Web Complaint Filed: 

Minimum Standards of Truth and Fact Not met in National Media, News, Internet - General National TV, Media, 

News, Internet Content 

It is overwhelmingly evident to US National viewers that there is little or no regard or recognized standards of 

fact and truth in National broadcasts and content offered to public in Media, News, and Info on the Internet. If 

any of these organization(s) were queried on their view of a standard of fact and truth in their provided contents, 

their response at best would offer only a vague reference to Dictionary terms of Truth and Fact. 

FCC- Response - Jul 28, 2020, 4:58 PM EDT 

Hi ZIM, 

Thank you for your submission. Your complaint provides the FCC with important information we can use to 

develop policies to protect consumers, remedy violations of the Communications Act, and encourage future 

compliance with the law. 

Please follow the link below to a consumer guide that includes relevant information on the issue you have raised. 

As such, no further action is required by the FCC. Your complaint was closed as of today. 

Thank you for your submission and help in furthering the FCC’s mission on behalf of consumers. 

Link to consumer guide: 

- https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/complaints-about-broadcast-journalism 

Link to text below: 

Complaints About Broadcast Journalism 

The FCC receives a wide variety of comments and complaints about the accuracy or bias of news networks, 

stations, reporters or commentators in how they cover – or sometimes opt not to cover – events. Other 

complaints concern the conduct of journalists in the gathering and reporting of news. … 
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… The FCC's authority to respond to these complaints is narrow in scope, and the agency is prohibited by law 

from engaging in censorship or infringing on First Amendment rights of the press. Moreover, the FCC cannot 

interfere with a broadcaster's selection and presentation of news or commentary. 

What responsibilities do broadcasters have? 

Broadcasters may not intentionally distort the news. The FCC states that "rigging or slanting the news is a most 

heinous act against the public interest." 

What if I have comments or concerns about a specific news broadcast or commentary? 

All comments and/or concerns about a specific news broadcast or commentary should be directed to the local 

station and network involved, so that the people responsible for making the programming decisions can become 

better informed about audience opinion. 

What can the FCC do? 

The FCC may act only when it has received documented evidence, such as testimony from persons who have 

direct personal knowledge of an intentional falsification of the news. Without such documented evidence, the 

FCC generally cannot intervene. 

___________________________________________________ 

12:52 PM 6/27/2020 - LinkedIn Post 

In my 66 years of Life experience, I have learned something I thought I should share. You may well be able to 

prove every body is an idiot, racist and wrong. And prove it to be beyond a shadow of any doubt (Zim is the best 

at all of this). But it still doesn't mean you can burn every body else's business down, tear down all the statues 

you don't like. Maybe our Great government will figure this wisdom out on their own power, and send SWAT 

teams to these characters and more carefully explain this to them. While they transport them to the nearest 

psych wards. Probably the only Humane and Civilized thing for us to do. 

 

___________________________________________________ 

12:52 PM 6/27/2020 - LinkedIn Post 

Somewhere along America’s recent History, our Democrat Left has chosen to control overwhelming large 

portions of our National media, news and internet. With the goals of advancing their political agendas (if nothing 

else). Suppressing competing info and blasting the media, news, internet with content of their choice, the Left's 

dominating strategy and methodology. Knowing full well this would give a result of maybe 51 percent of US 

Population, accepting this US Left content or maybe accepting too much of this content. Giving their chosen 

outcome of promoting the US Left agendas at the expense of any competing thoughts. This would eliminate the 

need of putting this content up for intelligent discussion and debate. Which would prove very problematic for 

the Left agenda and its National promotion. 

___________________________________________________ 
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November 29, 2018 8:00 to 10:30 AM, 22 Sheriffs met at CHARG RESOURCE CENTER with a number CHARG 

members and staff to talk about common issues. Zim presented for about ten minutes on to-date Zim and Zim 

Mathematics topics. As part of my talk I gave the Sheriffs 18 DVD sets or Blue Ray sets, with my general letter 

of permission for copying and sharing. In my concluding remarks I said, "This officially documents the end of 

pseudo math, pseudo science, pseudo knowledge and pseudo religion, which was officially done 2,000 years 

ago, but some of us did not get this message! 

___________________________________________________ 

I presented to US Senator Bennett interns at his office hours Tuesday at July 24th at Blair Caldwell Library, at 

2401 Welton, my Bluray/DVD Set I am taking to MAA Math Fest Denver next week, and my Bluray\DVD Set to-

date for Denver Joint Math Meeting 2020. I also presented a copy of my general letter of permissions for Zim 

Mathematics content. I talked to the interns about Zim Olson and Zim Mathematics www.zimmathematics.com 

for about 15 minutes. They were very familiar with CHARG Resource Center also. 

___________________________________________________ 

From 2017 to 2019, I Emailed with attached To-date PDFs  of my Zim Math Video Introductions and 

Contemporary Political Commentary, and text introductions of Zim Olson and Zim Mathematics to about 1000 

Mathematicians at about 40 (Mostly US) Mathematics Departments.  Identifiable response for this mailing was 

minimal. Although Cambridge University of Pure Mathematics in Great Britain lit up my web site for a few days.  

I emailed the same content and attachments to about 1000+ individuals or organizations the same to-date 

attachments. ie Religious, News media, Government, friends, family, co-workers, etc. 

I have US Mailed or delivered personally a smaller number of individuals, organizations  copies of to-date Zim 

Math Bluray/DVD sets (Video Introductions and Data Content) with my to-date signed and notarized general 

letter of permissions, including a general permission to copy/share Zim Mathematics content. 

About a year ago I US Mailed the US Department of Defense, Secretary of Defense my Zim Mathematics 

Introductions and Complete Content in Blu Ray and DVD discs.  In a letter to them I said "In this content I have 

given you a thousand years of ammunition." If Hell doesn't freeze over soon, it is not Zim's fault.  As described 

in the Bible by Jesus, Paving the road to Heaven after Freezing H-ll over on Earth is our primary and principal 

goal available to Humanity. Fleshing the Bible Documentation with Zim Mathematics is a very useful outcome 

of my work.  

___________________________________________________ 

12:45 PM 9/24/2019 - LinkedIn Post 

I wonder if some kind enterprising soul would take on a Independent and legal software analysis system of 

presented license agreements we encounter on internet and computers daily. Possibly giving an independent 

out line of realistic legal options, that are favorable to the individual consumer. Such as buy an Apple, or buy a 

PC. Sign a petition, File a law suit. Join a Class action suit. Get an advanced degree in smoke signaling (Probably 

the most realistic option to date) 
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